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College Writing 2.2x provides an introduction to academic and business writing for English learners. In this course, students focus on understanding the requirements of different writing styles and working to improve grammatical correctness, develop vocabulary, and review and edit skills. The five-week course includes
material on vocabulary, tone, diction and editing, all in the field of academic and business writing. Students will be able to write on a variety of topics and ideas, always focused on areas of interest to them. The course materials are offered through reading and video. Appointments include short written assignments,
quizzes, journal entries and longer essays. Clarify compelling writing techniques and essay development skills Get skills for correcting, self-editing, revision, tone, and vocabulary developing strong English language writing and communicative skills Get an instructor signed a certificate with the institution's logo, To test
your accomplishments and increase your job prospects Ond Certificate on your resume or resume, or to post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the course of EdX, a nonprofit that relies on proven certificates to help fund free education for everyone around the world In a controversial
essay, students must choose a subject, create strong arguments related to the topic and address counter-arguments on their position. To find material for these types of essays, students may be required to read published studies on the topic or conduct their own, doing experiments, surveys or interviews. The structure of
an argumentative essay can vary. In some cases, the controversial essays are five paragraphs that consist of an introduction, three paragraphs of the body that deal with arguments and counter-arguments, and conclusion. In longer essays, students can delve into contextual issues related to the topic, as well as argue
points and counterpoints made throughout the essay. In order to successfully write an argumentative essay, students need to be sure that their topic is actually controversial. Students should ask themselves whether others can argue against their position and figure out how the opposition will react. Moreover, for a topic
to be controversial, it must be supported by scientific research and not based on personal morality or cultural or religious standards. Kevin Dodge/Blend Images/Getty Images Academic Writing Style Letters is governed by rules and practices such as formal structure and order, quotes for research to support ideas, and the
use of correct spelling, grammar and punctuation. A formal tone is also needed. Academic writing differs from personal writing in the first place because explores and analyzes theories in depth and offers explanations for social customs, problems and events. Structure Structure The letter usually includes the beginning,
the middle and the end and is often written in the style of an essay with a certain structure, such as explanatory, narrative, descriptive or argumentative. Academic writing also usually requires reliable scientific research to support ideas and theories. Formal quotations in a given format, such as the style of the
Contemporary Language Association, are used to quote in the text and the library page. Academic writing can also focus on abstract ideas, concepts and theories, such as analysis of customs, traditions, or behaviors in human development. Academic writing requires a writer to write in a formal tone that eliminates any
colloquial phrases and writes to a certain audience. Often the target audience is determined before writing the article to make sure that the language is attractive and appropriate for the audience. Most foundations today prefer that you send an offer letter (aka letter request, or LOI) rather than a full grant offer, especially
when your nonprofit first approaches it for funding. The letter-request is a bit like listening to participate in a play. Why waste both your time and time on a sponsor if it turns out that you are not suitable? Even if you've done an excellent job of researching which funds you should be suitable for funding, it's hard to be sure
that your organization and this fund are a good fit. Writing with an offer can be another test of whether you and the sponsor are good. From a fund perspective, it's quicker to make that first cut of possible funding ideas with a two to three-page letter rather than a full package of proposals. Once the foundation decides that
your project can be well suited for its goals and funding priorities, it may ask you to send a full-blown offer. Writing a request can be a lot easier for a nonprofit too. But, just like for listening, you don't have to take LOI for granted or just dash something off quickly. LOI may be your best chance to make a good first
impression. A letter with an offer is very similar to the offer, except that it is short - a mini-offer. Offer letters or LOIs are just one of several types of grant offers the writer uses. LoI can be extracted from a grant offer you have already written, even one that is already partially funded. Or you can use the information you are
in the process of putting together for a potential offer. Sending LOI before the offer is complete is a way to get valuable feedback that you can use to revise the ideas of the proposal. The introduction of the Introduction should be a brief summary. It includes the name of your organization, the amount of money requested
and the description of the project. You want to explain how the project sponsor's guidelines and funding interests. The organizational description of being concise and and about your organization's ability to meet the need you have declared. Give a brief history of your nonprofit organization and provide an overview of
your programs. Make sure to connect directly what you are currently doing and what you want to achieve with the requested funding. A statement of necessity Explain the need that your project can be met. Describe the target population and geographic area. Give a few important statistical facts and a few examples.
Methodology How do you solve this problem? Describe the project briefly and include key activities, the names and names of key project employees, as well as the goals of your project. Other sources of funding If you are approaching other agencies or non-profit organizations to support this project, mention them in a
brief paragraph. Include all the tools you've already received and explain how you expect to support the project after the start of the period. Resume to resize the intentions of your project, offer additional questions and thank the sponsor for his or her time and consideration. Include any investments they ask for in the
sponsorship guidelines. A budget may or may not be required for your request letter. Check the sponsor's recommendations. Some guidelines are accurate and it is important to follow them accurately. But, in addition, Mim Carlson, author of the book Winning Grants: Step by Step, invites you to consider your LOI with
these questions in mind: Do I fabricate the name of the project and the amount of money I'm looking for in the first paragraph? Is my second paragraph on the project and any related projects sufficiently elaborated? Did I include our mission statement? Did I outline the need for the project? Was I clear about the results
the project would achieve? Is the project clear? Have I made the case for a good fit between this project and the foundation's priorities? Do I include information about any funding that has already been made? Have I included contact details for a specific person who can answer questions? Browse the full offer elements
before trying to email the request. Additional samples of letter-requests can be seen in the excellent book of the Foundation's Center The Fund's Guide to Winning Offers. John HunterProgram OfficerAnywhere Community Foundation625 Smith St. Any City, XN 28905 Dear Mr. Hunter: Thanks for reading this letter
request anywhere of the Community Foundation. We hope to determine your interest in getting a full offer for our any city senior center women's advocacy pilot program. We respectfully ask you to consider a $35,000 grant. This project is our first coverage of older women in their homes. We find more and more women
stay in their homes when they can't go out to visit facilities like our senior centre. We plan to provide socialization opportunities, health and health information, as well as social when it is necessary for women isolated from society. Our pilot program fits fully into the interests of your Foundation: health care for the elderly;
Expanding the coverage of older people with home-related homes; and helping older service providers achieve greater community coverage. Any city senior center, established in 1985, is the largest senior center in our district, serving more than 400 seniors every day in our newly renovated facility. Our mission is to help
older people improve and maintain a healthy, independent lifestyle by improving their quality of life. According to our latest survey, our satisfaction rate among the elders we serve is very high at 95 percent. We provide nutritious lunches, social opportunities, exercise opportunities and educational activities throughout the
year. The county's older population is expected to grow by 30 percent over the next two decades. Many of these older persons are either below or below the level of income from poverty and, to some extent, are physically handicapped. We can transport some of these seniors to our community center with our existing
fleet of five vans that currently serve 25-35 customers every day. However, expanding the transportation system is costly and will not allow us to expand enough to serve to increase the number of elderly households, some of whom cannot leave their homes at all. Thus, we offer any city senior women's center outreach
pilot program to test the feasibility of bringing services to individuals in their homes. We believe that with the help of volunteers, under the guidance of a professional staff member (social worker), we can broaden the horizons of a significant number of older women working from home. We have limited our pilot project to
women because of the prevalence of single older women in our community. If the pilot project proves successful, we certainly want to expand our programs to include domestic men and couples. Our annual pilot programme goals include: 1) setting out once-a-week visits to 50 women working from home; 2) Recruiting
100 volunteers to visit them on a rotational basis (many volunteers can be recruited from our current elders who visit our facility); and 3) improving the health and activity of those older persons who have visited them, if measured using several available survey tools used at pre-set intervals throughout the year. Some of
the activities that we plan to include in our home visits include Cooking lessons that include easy-to-cook and nutritious food; Teaching simple exercises that are appropriate for each elder's physical condition; Introducing socialization through board and card games; Simple tests of mental abilities, and standard methods
of combating loneliness and depression, memory loss, and lack of mental stimulation. The total cost of our pilot program for one year Half of this has already been done by both the county government and other sponsors. Your $35,000 investment will certify the funding needed to complete the pilot project. Our board of
directors is enthusiastic about the project and we already have many volunteers who have expressed interest. We look forward to partnering with your foundation in this exciting project. If you have any questions or want to receive a full offer, please feel free to contact me at 490-982-1157 (or by email jlikely@srcntr.org).
We sincerely appreciate your consideration of our request and look forward to hearing from you soon. Sincerely, Janet B. FeelgoodExecutive DirectorAny City Senior P.S. Center P.S. I enclose our latest annual report and directory of activities offered at our Center for Seniors. Resources based on sample letters, with
permission, from Winning Grants: Step by Step, Mim Carlson, and Tori O'Neill-McElrat. (Jossie-Bass 2013) 2013) inquiry to academic writing 4th edition. inquiry to academic writing 4th edition pdf. inquiry to academic writing pdf. inquiry to academic writing 3rd edition. inquiry to academic writing ebook. inquiry to
academic writing 4th edition free. from inquiry to academic writing chapter 1 pdf. from inquiry to academic writing chapter 1 summary
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